A game of
Conquest, Diplomacy, Torture and Revenge

Instructions Guide

Game Overview
The Queen’s Assassin is a fast paced, turn based
card game for 2-4 players that can be completed in
under an hour.
Each player takes turns either playing a card or
discarding their cards. Every card played has
consequences for rival kingdoms and eventually
characters in the game will be killed until one kingdom
remains. The winner will require skill, great hand
management and some good luck.

What’s in this Rule Book?
- The legend of the Queen’s Assassin p. 2
- The Queen’s Assassin Instructions p. 5
- What’s in the Box? p. 5
-

The Cards p.6
- Grey Cards p.6 (Capture and Attack)
- Brown Cards p.7 (King’s Decree and Bribes)
- Blue Cards p.8 (Mercenary and Torture)
- Green Cards p.9 (Shield, Bodyguard and Healing)
- Special Cards & Character Cards p. 10

-

Game set up p.11
Attacks p.15
Gameplay Walkthrough p.17
Special Recogniton p.23

-

Instructions and game variations are always available at K5Gaming.com
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the legend of

The Queen s Assassin
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In the 18th year of the reign of King Hawthorn IV the nightmare began…
One fine summer day while the prince was
hunting for wild boar he was captured by a
Rival King’s Army. When King Hawthorn
heard about his son’s abduction he was greatly
distressed. He knew that any course of action
could lead to a devastating war that would
wreak havoc in all the surrounding kingdoms.
In the beginning he chose
diplomacy. He sent messengers,
diplomats and politicians. He
wrote decrees and sent bribes but
the rival king would not
negotiate.
When it was clear that diplomacy had failed
King Hawthorn hired mercenaries, renegades
and courageous knights. He formed armies and
built machines of war but all his eﬀorts failed.
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When all hope was lost the Queen pledged half
her kingdom to a mercenary whose reputation
for the bow and the sword were legendary. His
intentions were noble but his heart was full of
darkness because he had seen and done many
horrible things.

Under cover of night the mercenary rode
out into the King’s Reach. The legends say
that no one saw him enter the rival king’s
castle and no one heard the screams of the
fallen soldiers.

As the first light of dawn struck out over the
horizon the sounds of the carrion birds greeted
the morning in a mocking cry and the young
prince rode home under the watchful eye of the
Queen’s Assassin.
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The Queen’s Assassin Instructions
You are the King of a massive kingdom, you hold land,
wealth and power. As you have acquired your land,
wealth and power you have also acquired a few enemies
who are seeking to destroy you.
The tension between kingdoms is at an all time high.
Kidnappings, murders, bribes and torture are the tools of
trade in this barbaric land.
The Warring Kingdoms have gathered for a final battle…
Who will be left standing and who will be found buried in
the graveyard.

What’s in the Box?

52 Game Cards + 10 Special Cards

20 Character Cards + 4 Kingdom Cards

Instructions Cards
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The Game Cards
13 Capture and Attack Cards
Grey Cards have two purposes.

1. Capture characters from Castles.
To initiate a Capture Action play the Kill card
and declare which character you are hoping to
capture. If the defending player, or any other
player, cannot produce a Shield of equal or
higher number (Aces are High) you have
captured that character and it can be placed in
your own dungeon.
2. Kill Characters in the Reach
To initiate a Kill Action play the Kill Card and
declare which character (that character must be
in the Reach) you are attempting to shoot with
your arrow. If the defending player, or any other
player, cannot produce a Healing Card of equal
or higher number (Aces are High) you have
killed that character and it can be placed in your
own graveyard.
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13 King’s Decree and Bribe Cards
Brown Cards have two purposes.
1. Release characters from Prison by
delivering a King’s Decree.
To initiate a Prisoner’s Release play the King’s Decree
card and declare which character you are hoping to
have released. If the defending player, or any other
player, cannot produce a Mercenary Card of equal or
higher number (Aces are High) you will have been
successful and your character will be released into the
King’s Reach. King’s Decrees cannot be used on
your own jailers.
A prisoner release can also be used to transfer characters
from a rival players dungeon into your own dungeon. Follow
the same steps as above and if successful place the released
character into your own dungeon. You are now free to torture
that character to death on a subsequent turn.
2. Bribe jailers so that a character will not be tortured to
death in a Rival King’s Dungeon.
If a player initiates a Torture Card on your character
(your character must be in that player’s prison.) you
can play a Bribe card to hopefully bribe the jailer into
not following his orders so that you may live to fight
another day. If you, or any other player can produce a
Bribe Card of equal or higher number (Aces are
High) than the torture card your character will be
saved and can remain in the dungeon unharmed.
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13 Mercenary and Torture Cards
Blue Cards have three purposes.

1. Attack messengers who are delivering King’s Decrees.
If a player initiates a prisoner Release by delivering a
King’s Decree you, or any other player, can play a
mercenary card of equal or higher number (Aces
are High) to “Kill the messenger” and defeat the
prisoner release. If you are successful in defeating the
prisoner release that character will remain in the
dungeon to be tortured to death on a subsequent turn.
2. Attack Bodyguards.
To attack a bodyguard play a mercenary card of equal
or higher number (Aces are High) to the bodyguard
card. (Bodyguard Attacks cannot be defended) If
your attack is successful the bodyguard must be
removed and that character will now be vulnerable to
capture on a subsequent turn.
3. Torture characters to death in your own dungeon.
To initiate a torture attack on a character in your own
dungeon play a torture attack card. If the defending
player, or any other player, cannot produce a Bribe
Card of equal or higher number (Aces are High)
you have killed that character and it can be placed in
your own graveyard.
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13 Shield, Bodyguard and Healing Cards
Green Cards have four purposes.

1. Defend characters from Capture attacks.
If a player initiates a Capture Attack by playing a Capture
Card, you, or any other player, can play a Shield card of
equal or higher number (Aces are High) to defeat the
capture. If you are successful in defeating the Capture that
character will remain in your own castle safe to fight
another day.

2. Shield cards can be placed as Bodyguards.
To place a bodyguard simply put the Shield card under a
character card (character card must be in it’s own castle) with the
value of the Shield showing. That Bodyguard can only be
removed if a mercenary card of equal or higher number (Aces
are High) is played in a bodyguard attack on your character.
Placing a bodyguard is considered one turn for a player.
Bodyguards must be removed before a character can be
captured. Only one bodyguard per character.

3. Rescue your own character from the Reach
To rescue your own character from the Reach simply play
a Shield card of any value on your own turn and your
character can be rescued from the Reach and placed back
into your own castle. Congratulations, you live to fight
another day. (Rescues cannot be blocked or prevented
in any way.)

4. Health Cards can be used to defend characters in the
Reach. If a player initiates a Kill Attack on your character in
the reach, you, or another other player, can play a
Health Card of equal or higher number (Aces are
High) to defeat the arrow attack. If you are
successful in defeating the arrow attack that
character will remain in the Reach until such time
as it is rescued from the Reach.
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Special Cards:
Special Cards have been included in this game. They are not
necessary for playing The Queen’s Assassin but they do
enhance the game in special ways. You can decide to use any
number of these cards in your game. Instructions for each one
are found on the Card. Generally Reach cards are used during
your turn but some cards state that they can be used at other
times, everything you need to know is on the card.

Character Cards:
The Character cards all have special abilities. Everything you
need to be successful is written on the cards.
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Game Set Up
Kingdom Cards
Choose your kingdom (Red, Green, Blue or Grey) and place
up to 5 character cards in front of each player. (The Castle).
Every player plays the same number of characters. These
are your characters, they will be targeted by the other players.
Your job is to protect them until the end. If you don’t use all five
characters simply put the extras off to the side. You won’t need
them for the rest of the game. (Number of characters plays a
factor in game length. If you want to play a shorter game, start
with less characters.) The Coloured Kingdom Cards simply
indicate your Kingdom’s colour and are not officially part of
game play.
Main Playing Cards
Shuffle your main playing cards (including any special cards
you choose to include) and deal out 5 cards to each player.
Stack the rest of the playing cards in the centre of the playing
surface. During game play, when the centre cards are
depleted shuffle discard pile and use the discarded cards to
continue playing. Always Discard Facing Down.
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The Player’s Kingdom
The Player’s kingdom consists of 4 areas. The Castle, The
Dungeon, The King’s Reach and the Graveyard.
Do not setup like this, this is just for location clarification.

Your Character’s journey
The Castle
All of your characters start here. They will command attacks
and defenses from here. Even when the castle is empty you
are still able to play until all of your characters are dead. At
some point you will be captured and taken to a rival
kingdom’s dungeon.
The Dungeon
Anyone that you capture from a rival kingdom goes here. You
can choose to torture them or keep them safe in your
dungeon but ultimately what you do with your prisoners is
your choice. Unless of course you do not have strong
enough mercenaries to beat down the messengers who are
delivering prisoner releases or prisoner transfers.
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If a character is released from a dungeon they will
be either transferred to another dungeon or
released into the Reach.
The King’s Reach
The King’s Reach is the common territory in the middle
of the playing area. It is a No Mans land and there is
danger around every corner. Every Kingdom has the
chance to kill you with arrows and your only defense
are some special cards and those precious healing
cards which never seem to be available when you are
actually in the Reach. If you make it through the
reach unharmed you can be rescued and placed
back in your own castle.
The Graveyard
The dead go here. It's just a place for your body count.

Order of Play
The Turn:
Each player will have one opportunity to either perform an
action (Grey cards, Blue cards, Green cards, Brown cards
or Special Cards) or discard (up to all the cards in your
hand) and pick up the equivalent number of cards. Unless
it is stated on the card, all cards must be played ONLY
on your turn.
Once a player has either taken an action or discarded and
then replaced their cards from the centre pile their turn is
complete. You must have at least 3 cards in your hand
before play resumes. Unless it is stated on the card,
always pick up a card from the centre pile as soon as a
card is played.
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Defending your character:
If your character is attacked, regardless of turn order you
can use a defence Card (Blue Card, Brown Card or
Green Card) of equal or higher value to protect your
character. When your card has been played you can
retrieve another card from the centre pile.
Aces are always HIGH. Aces always beat numbers. If
you cannot or will not defend your character, any
other player is permitted to defend for you.
The Kingdom Card
provides a handy
reference to The
Turn as well as
Attacks and their
corresponding
Defences.

What happens when a character dies?
A character can be killed by being tortured in a
dungeon or killed in the Reach. When this occurs two
very important things happen.
1. The Player who killed the character picks up
another card thereby increasing his hand by 1 to a
maximum of 7 cards.
2. The player whose character died must discard a
card thereby reducing his hand by 1 to a minimum of
3 cards.
The number of cards in your hand will increase
and decrease throughout the game.
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Attacks
During your turn you will have one opportunity to attempt
an attack.
Capture a character (Grey Card) from a rival kingom.
It can be blocked by a Shield card of an equal or higher
number. Aces always beat numbers.
King’s Decree (Brown Card) Release your own
character from a rival kings’ dungeon or transfer a
character from a rival kings’ dungeon into your own
dungeon. It can be blocked by a Mercenary card of an
equal or higher number. Aces always beat numbers.
Kill a Bodyguard (Blue Card) The Mercenary card can
be used to beat down a bodyguard as long as the
mercenary card is equal to or greater than the value of
the bodyguard. Aces always beat numbers. Killing a
bodyguard cannot be blocked.
Rescue a character from the Reach (Green Card)
When your character is in the Reach you can play a
Shield Card of any value and your character will return
to his place in the castle. Rescues cannot be blocked.
Kill a character in the Reach (Grey Card) If a
character from a rival kingdom is in the Reach you can
kill it with an arrow card. It can be blocked by a healing
card of an equal or higher number. Aces always beat
numbers.
Torture a character (Blue Card) If a character from a
rival kingdom is in your own dungeon you can use the
jailer card to torture them to death. It can be blocked by
a Bribe card of an equal or higher number. Aces
always beat numbers.
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Special Circumstances:
Dead player… living characters in dungeon
A player is declared dead and removed from active play when
all of their characters have been killed. If, the player who has
been killed has living characters in their own dungeon all
characters are released to the player that killed the player’s
final character.
Judge and Jury. The successful player will then be free to
place any of the freed characters into either the Reach or
their own Dungeon.
Pillage A dead player also hands over his remaining cards to
the person who killed him. That player can then choose to
keep or discard any cards from the dead players’ hand or his
own hand as long as he retains the correct number of cards
after discarding.
Play then continues as before with the next player’s turn.

Starting the Game:
Each player draws a card to determine who starts. The
person with the highest top corner value (Aces are High) will
go first and determine play direction. (Clockwise or CounterClockwise) Place these cards into the discard pile and let the
game begin!
Play Turn by Turn, Round by Round until there is only
one kingdom left.

Determining the Winner: Last man standing
The winner is the last player in the game with characters
still living. (A character is still considered living, in the
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dungeon or in the King’s Reach.)

Gameplay Walkthrough
The Queen, The King, the General and the Priest are bored one
night so they decided to play The Queen’s Assassin.

They decide to pick 3
characters each. They
setup the characters in
their castles, they did not
all pick the same
characters. They shuffle
the main playing cards and
stack them in the middle.
They are ready to begin.

Determining who begins: They each draw a card and determine
who won by seeing the value of the top left number in each of their cards.
Priest draws a blue Ace so he wins and he decides that play will go
clockwise. Those cards go facedown into the discard and the Priest will
now take his first turn.

First Round
Priest Red Kingdom: He decides to go on the offensive right
away. He plays an Ace Capture Card to take the General
Character card from the General. The General does not have a
Shield of Ace or Higher so the General must surrender his
character and the Priest places the Grey General in his Dungeon.
Priest draws another card to make sure he has 5 cards in his hand
and that will be the end of his turn.
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King Green Kingdom: The King checks his hand decides to also go
on the offensive. He plays a capture card of 12 and places it on the
Priest’s Priest. The Priest is upset but he does not have a shield of
12 or higher so he surrenders his priest to the king’s dungeon. The
King picks up a card so that he has 5 cards in his hand and play
goes to the next player.
Queen Blue Kingdom: The Queen, who
doesn’t have a single green card in her hand
plays a capture card of 8 on the General’s
Knight. The General does not even have a
shield card so he surrenders his Knight to
the Queen’s dungeon. The Queen picks up
a card so that she has 5 cards in her hand
and play goes to the next player.
General Grey Kingdom: The General actually has 3 Reach cards in
his hand which is really exciting but not too useful at this point in the
game. He decides to attack the King’s Queen with a capture card of
11. The King does not have a shield card so he also surrenders his
Queen character to the General’s dungeon. The General picks up a
card so that he has 5 cards in his hand and play goes to the next
player.
At this point every player has a character in their dungeon.
Who will be tortured in the dungeon and who will be freed into the Reach
and make it back to their own castle?
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Second Round
Game play changes now that everyone has more chances to play
cards. Now that there are characters in dungeons those blue cards
will come in handy and those brown cards will begin to be very
important.
Priest Red Kingdom: The Priest realizes
that everyone is getting aggressive so he
places a bodyguard of level 10 under his
Queen. He then picks up a card so that he
has 5 cards in his hand and play goes to the
next player.
King Green Kingdom: The King sees the General as vulnerable so
he plays a capture card of 5 (+2 with Queen’s Special ability) on the
General’s Queen. The General is holding a Shield of 13 and 9 but
chooses to play the 9 because he would rather save the 13 for a
more aggressive attack. The King’s attack is beaten so the General
keeps his Queen in his castle. The King picks up a card so that he
has 5 cards in his hand. The General also picks up a card so that he
has 5 cards in his hand and play goes to the next player.
Queen Blue Kingdom: The Queen surveys her hand and chooses
to place a bodyguard of level 8 under her King character card. The
Queen then picks up a card so that she has 5 cards in her hand and
play goes to the next player.
General Grey Kingdom: The General decides to cause all kinds of
problems in this game because he is feeling picked on. He decides
to use those Reach Cards in his hand and make them count. So, he
plays a prison Break card.
When that happens all characters in all dungeons are released into
the Reach. At that moment all players are eligible to play any Reach
cards that they have to try to save their own players. It is important to
maintain play order with Reach cards. This is still considered the
General’s turn.
General plays a Daring Daylight Escape Card on his Knight which
means he is attempting to get safe passage back to the castle on a
horse. That horse has a level 10 which means that it can only be
killed by an arrow attack of 10 or higher. No one opts to kill his horse
so the Knight makes it back to the Castle safe.
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No one else has any Reach cards so no other actions are taken. It is
important to note that the General is holding a Reach Armour card but it
states that it can only be played on a player’s turn. General already used his
turn to play the Prison Break card so he is inelligible to use the Reach Armour
for his General at this point. The General picks up 2 cards so that he again
has 5 cards in his hand and play goes to the next player.

Third Round
At this point the Queen has all 3 of her characters in the Castle, every other
player has 2 characters in their castles and 1 character in the Reach.
Things are getting interesting.

Priest Red Kingdom: The Priest plays a Green Card to Rescue his
Priest from the Reach. He places his priest back in his castle and
then picks up a card so that he has 5 cards in his hand and play
goes to the next player.
King Green Kingdom: Unfortunately for the King, he does not have
a green card so he cannot save his Queen from the Reach. He
instead plays a Mercenary card of level 10 on the Red Queens’
Bodyguard. The bodyguard card is discarded. He then picks up a
card so that he has 5 cards in his hand and play goes to the next
player.
Queen: The Queen realizes that the King did not save himself from
the Reach, which means he does not have a green card, and there
is a good chance he didn’t pick one up from the centre pile so she
plays an arrow attack card of level 5 to kill his Queen in the Reach.
The King cannot block that card with a Shield of level 5 or higher so
his Green Queen Character dies in the Reach. That card will be
placed in the Queen’s graveyard.
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But wait… the Queen’s turn is not over. She has killed one of the Kings’
characters which means that she gets rewarded and he gets penalized.
The Queen is then allowed to add one card from the centre deck to her hand
while the king must discard a card from his hand. So the king discards a blue
card and the Queen picks up two cards. One to replace the card she played
and one to add an extra card to her hand. She will now play with 6 cards in
her hand until something changes. The king will now play with 4 cards in his
hand.
Now the Queen’s turn is complete and play goes on the the next player.
General Grey Kingdom: The General has not yet picked up a green
card to rescue his character from the Reach so he chooses to play
the Reach Armour card on his Grey General. He places the Reach
Armour card on top of his General to indicate that it is not a
bodyguard card, it is armour. If someone wants to kill him in the
Reach they will first have to destroy his Armour with an arrow attack
of 8 or higher. The General’s turn is over so he picks up a card so
that he has 5 cards in his hand and play goes to the next player.

Fourth Round
At this point the Queen still has all 3 of her characters in the Castle.The
Priest has improved his situation because all of his characters are back in
the Castle. The General has two characters in his castle and one protected
with armour in the Reach. The King though, is down one character, is down
to 4 cards in his hand and is hoping for a much better round.
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Priest Red Kingdom: The Priest has an arrow attack of level 8 so
he decides to destroy the Grey General’s armour in the Reach.
There is no possible way to block or prevent this from happening so
the Reach Armour is simply removed from the Grey General. The
Priest then picks up another card so that he will have 5 cards in his
hand and play goes to the next player.
King Green Kingdom: The King sees blood in the water so he plays
an arrow attack card of level 9 on the grey general in the Reach. The
Grey General does not have a healing card of 9 or higher and no
one offers to help him so his character dies in the Reach. The grey
general card is then placed in the King’s Graveyard. The King now
picks up 2 cards because his hand is back up to 5 cards and the
general must now decrease his hand to 4. Play now goes on to the
next player.
Queen Blue Kingdom: The Queen plays a Capture card of 9 on
the Grey Queen but The General responds with a Green Shield
Card of level 11 to protect his queen. The Queen then picks up a
card to make sure that she has 6 cards in her hand. The General
then picks up a card to get his hand back up to 4 cards.
General Grey Kingdom: At this point the General is feeling
vulnerable so he puts a bodyguard card of level 12 under his
Queen card. This completes his turn and he then picks up a card
from the centre pile to replace his card to return his hand back to 4
cards.

and the game goes on…
The rounds go on and on until one player remains with living characters.
Have fun.
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Special Recognition
K5Gaming.com would like to thank our playtesters for taking the
time to make sure that the Queen’s Assassin is not only
functional but also fun. The game has changed quite a bit from
concept to shipping. Most of the changes are the result of great
ideas that were given to us by our playtesters.
Names are listed in alphabetical order.
Joel Brigham
Michelle Brigham
Ben Brodhead
Tyler Davidson
James Davis
Jordan Davis
Trevor DeMaere
Mark Deslauriers
Braeden Detert
Kirstin Detert
Noah Detert
Drake Farmer
Chris Fillmore
Colin Fowell
Andy Hunter

Jorgen Jespersen
Char Kennedy
Dee Kennedy
Kasyn Kennedy
Laurie Kennedy
Samara Kennedy
Taran Kennedy
Adam Koning
Cameron Moffat
Christine Moffat
Holly Moffat
Hunter Moffat
Jamie Moffat
Jocelyn Roufosse
Shannon Schmidt

Dan Sutherland
Anthony Steinke
Christy Steinke
Glenn Steinke
Joey Steinke
Josie Steinke
Mary Steinke
Andrew
Tappenden
Eric Thompson
Jordan Van Vliet
Nathan Yampolsky
Andrew Wagstaff
Chris Weiss

K5Gaming.com would like to also thank Dan Sutherland for
providing some of the base drawings for the game characters.
The Queen’s Assassin was created by Chet Kennedy, Samara
Kennedy, Kasyn Kennedy, Taran Kennedy and Abraham Zabala.
Huge thanks to Nathan Yampolsky for his collaboration all
throughout the process.
Thank you for purchasing our game. We are so excited to hear
about your experience. Head to our website K5Gaming.com and
leave a comment or a suggestion. We will respond and your
suggestions might make it into a future version.
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